













This paper argues that we need to disaggregate Nazi race ideologues since they do not form one undifferentiated mass. Ultimately all the Nazis were race ideologues and chief among them were Hitler and Himmler and the other leading figures. All of the leading Nazis, whether they dealt specifically with ‘racial policy’ or not, put forward an ideology which was a racialised ideology, but those who made a name for themselves specifically as race theorists did not therefore all share the same views, nor did they all contribute in equal manner to the regime’s crimes. Nor did race science, however deeply it threw its lot in with Nazism, drive the regime as much as did a kind of racial mysticism, or ‘thinking with the blood’. Here Stone suggests how we might evaluate the relative contributions made to the development of the Third Reich and its crimes by race scientists of different stripes on the one hand and theorists of racial-political conspiracies on the other.
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The truth is that Hitler did not need the writing from Gobineau to Rosenberg. He appreciated it as some sort of canonical tradition, which continued next to or behind what he himself possessed, something much more awful: a mystical revelation. He did not need to write or think. He knew.
Harry Mulisch​[1]​

According to Achim Gercke, Walter Gross’s assistant at the NSDAP’s Office of Racial Policy, ‘racial ideas … are the therapeutic doctrine of our era’ and the ‘racial question’ was ‘the very axis on which the National Socialist worldview turns.’​[2]​ Given that historians are in more or less unanimous agreement that the Third Reich was dominated by its racial worldview, on the face of it would appear that there is little to say here; the task of the historian might solely consist in tracing the origins and spread of the Nazis’ ideas as they were transmitted from one individual, institution or agency to others. However, the very unanimity of historians should itself give us pause for thought. For once such an idea becomes uncritically shared, it can then slip all too easily into a commonplace position which hides more than it reveals. The problem I wish to address in this paper is whether historians’ acceptance of the all-embracing nature of race in the Third Reich obscures the extent to which ‘race’ was not a unanimously agreed-upon concept amongst the Nazis themselves, and certainly not amongst the general population in the Third Reich. In other words, how does one differentiate between and assess the significance of Nazi race ideologues in a state in which everything was interpreted through racial lenses? How do we decide which ‘race ideologues’ were most important, and on which criteria? Finally, this paper will address the question of whether historians have taken the Nazis’ own statements about race too uncritically and have thus exaggerated the significance of race to the structure and functioning of the Third Reich.

A short vignette from the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg takes us directly into the issue: during the prosecution’s cross-examination of Wolfram Sievers, head of the Ahnenerbe (the ‘German Ancestral Heritage Society’, a body tasked with providing information on Germanic prehistory and genealogy that would support the SS’s indoctrination programmes) in August 1946, the witness not only perjured himself by admitting he knew far more about Nazi experiments than he had earlier admitted (in his 27 June 1946 evidence to the Commission appointed by the Tribunal), especially with respect to the collection of skeletons from Auschwitz acquired by Professor August Hirt in Strasbourg. More important from the point of view of this article, Sievers illustrates the ways in which a relatively insignificant institution, which had been established to examine the prehistory of the Aryan peoples – and thus was always imbued with racial thinking – evolved into a racially-motivated arm of the SS to become involved in medical experiments in Dachau and elsewhere (as well as controlling the V2 rocket production process). The increasing spread and virulence of Nazi race ideology is worth examining here, not just to confirm what we already know – that the Third Reich was a ‘racial state’ – but to help us to think about the limits of that racial vision. Sievers, in a vain attempt to wriggle out of his culpability, tried to argue that his position in the Ahnenerbe afforded him ‘special opportunities of working illegally against the Nazi system’, by which he meant a tenuous link with the 20 July 1944 conspiracy against Hitler. He also, like so many others, resorted to the defence of ‘superior orders’:

I repeatedly protested against the experiments, with the result that finally Himmler issued an order, also included in these documents, that resistance against these experiments would be regarded as high treason, and would therefore be punishable by death. Among other things, he told me that no one would ask me to carry out the experiments personally, and that he himself would have the full responsibility for them. Besides – as I myself read later – he said that such experiments on human beings had taken place repeatedly as part of medical research and were necessary, as was proved by the famous experiments on human beings carried out in 1900 by Dieth, and later by Goldberger, in America. Nevertheless, my conflict of conscience…​[3]​

At this point Sievers was interrupted by Major Elwyn Jones. As with several other important witnesses at the IMT (such as Otto Ohlendorf), Sievers was later tried at the Nuremberg Military Tribunals, or successor trials, in this instance in the so-called Medical Trial. When Sievers tried out his superior orders argument at the NMT he was rapidly shot down, on the well-established basis that this defence ‘has never been held applicable to a case where the one to whom the order is given has free latitude of decision whether to accept the order or reject it.’ Dismissing Sievers’s argument that he had been forced by Karl Brandt and Himmler to participate in the murder of the 112 Jews whose skeletons were sent to Hirt in Strasbourg, the tribunal noted that although ‘the basic policies or projects which he carried through were decided upon by his superiors … in the execution of the details Sievers had an unlimited power of discretion.’​[4]​

The point of this brief reference to Sievers – which could equally well have been to many other similar figures from the Third Reich – is not only to show that Nazism was deeply suffused with race thinking; it is also reveals the limits of that vision. What Sievers’s weasel words here indicate is that when the race theorists ran out of self-confidence or when the Nazi leadership’s demands exceeded their comfort-zones, they could back off (I am not here accepting Sievers’s defence, but using his claim to illustrate who was really in charge) and ‘the Nazis’ would carry on anyway. If this were the case for an SS agency such as the Ahnenerbe, how much more true might it be for non-party organisations such as scientific research institutes and university departments? Yet the IMT decided to spend time on trying to show how eugenically-inspired racial anthropology had furthered the Nazi murder project even though, as Paul Weindling says, the activities of the Ahnenerbe ‘were marginal to the hands-on murder strategy of the trial.’​[5]​ In other words, the British interest in the medical experiments helped shape a ‘Nuremberg historiography’ which ascribed too great a role to the race scientists. So my argument here will be that in distinguishing between race ideologues, professional race scientists should be accorded a lesser priority in the Nazi hierarchy than, for want of a better term, the ‘race mystics’ or ideological simplifiers.

Historians have profited greatly in the last twenty years by questioning the focus on social history of the 1960s and 1970s, and by criticising the structuralist/functionalist paradigm associated with Martin Broszat, Hans Mommsen and others. A newer emphasis on ideology, which has gone hand in hand with the rise of cultural history and an emphasis on representation/symbolic practice drawn from anthropology, has revealed the remarkable extent to which the Third Reich ‘racially groomed’ itself, to use Peter Fritzsche’s startling term. Whether in schooling, the arts and humanities, the sciences, daily news or the organisation of welfare, work and tourism, the Nazi regime was synonymous with a racial Weltanschauung. Yet questions remain: does the stress on the Volksgemeinschaft (racial community) take the Nazis too readily at their own word and overlook the fact that they never succeeded in actually creating such a community?​[6]​ Does it conveniently forget that, despite the work of Leni Yahil, Robert Gellately, Peter Fritzsche and others suggesting that the Third Reich was a ‘consensus dictatorship’, in fact large sections of the population were to a greater or lesser extent impervious to, indifferent to, or only partially responsive to Nazi ideas and the Third Reich’s ‘successes’ in domestic and foreign policy?​[7]​ In what follows, I will argue that the Third Reich was indeed a racial state, but that Nazi race ideologues were most important to the regime when they performed simple propagandistic tasks, and not when they offered what we might call scientific justifications for racism – even if the distinction is hard to make in practice, especially if one takes a subjective view which argues that science simply is what scientists do. This somewhat artificial distinction between race propaganda or race mysticism on the one hand and race science on the other is important because there is still a tendency to explain the Holocaust as an outcome of eugenics or race science or to exaggerate the role played by scientists in the Third Reich in general.​[8]​ Whilst scientists and other experts did indeed incriminate themselves and do all manner of appalling things in Nazi Germany, that should not lead us to overemphasise the power they enjoyed to direct the regime’s decision-making.​[9]​

A historian’s research questions can lead to a focus on a particular problem, period, or group of people to the exclusion of others. All historians are familiar with the problem of overreliance on one set of sources or of making one’s sources do more work than they can bear. This has often been the case with historians of racial ideologues in Nazi Germany. An interest in race theorists such as Alfred Rosenberg, Walter Gross, Hans F.K. Günther, Alfred Bäumler, Ludwig Klages and Ernst Krieck (among many others) is easily justified in terms of the history of ideas; such men, especially Rosenberg and Gross, were genuinely influential. But it would be a mistake to ascribe too much influence to them, especially when it came to the workings of power in the Third Reich. It would be even more of a mistake to assume that their analyses of ‘race’ were of a piece with race scientists in the narrow sense. Indeed, we have to be even more aware of this problem when dealing with race scientists such as Eugen Fischer, Hans Mrugowsky, Otmar von Verschuer, or Josef Mengele, all of whom were both working scientists and criminals, but whose criminality should not tempt historians into making them into the driving forces of the Nazi regime. They certainly lacked the power of the leading Nazi race propagandists such as Rosenberg, Gross, Kriek, Klages or Bäumler, except when they produced explicitly antisemitic or ‘ethical’ treatises which crossed over from scientific analysis to use the imprimatur of science in order to justify views already held, as in some of Verschuer’s or Lenz’s writings.​[10]​ As Robert Proctor writes, ‘The Nazis supported anthropology – but perhaps only because so many anthropologists were so eager and willing to support the Nazis.’​[11]​

A comparison can usefully be made with émigré historians who – for good and understandable reasons – overstated the influence of Nazi historians on the regime. The émigrés insisted on ‘the value of objectivity and truth’ in order to bring some coherence to a fragmented opposition and in order to emphasise the Nazi historians’ lack of scholarly credentials and their ‘prohibition of rational and verifiable investigation’, that is to say, their invention of the past for ideological reasons.​[12]​ Writing in the Journal of Modern History in 1941, Oscar J. Hammen argued that the denigration of ‘scientific and objective values’ in German historiography since 1933 was only ‘the continuation of a movement which had gained momentum since 1919, enforced by the emergence of the “younger generation” which largely sought to interpret history as the manifestation of such broad lines and forces as “spirit and idea or blood and destiny”, without too much methodical research.’​[13]​ Historians such as Peter Viereck or Arthur Rosenberg, from very different political perspectives, noted that Nazi historiography placed race at the centre of historical explanation and argued that this unverifiable mythology had to be debunked.​[14]​ Such claims of course involved taking the writings of Alfred Rosenberg et al seriously, an undertaking developed most fully by Aurel Kolnai in his remarkable, detailed analysis of Nazi philosophy in his 1938 book The War against the West.​[15]​

This is not to say that such theorists, or scholars who ‘coordinated’ themselves with the regime, were unimportant. Quite to the contrary, they underpinned the regime and spread its ideas into all spheres of life. But we need also to understand the limits of such influence and not to make exaggerated claims. Most important, we need to remember that if influential people in all walks of life produced ideas which ‘resembled Nazi antisemitic propaganda aimed at dehumanizing the Jews’, as Chris Probst puts it with respect to Protestant theologians, taking care not to overstate their role, it is the resemblance which is key.​[16]​ We need then to distinguish between scholars, including scholars of race, who to a greater or lesser extent bought into the Nazi message and who sought to make themselves useful to the regime – such might be the scientists of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes – and racial ideologues who were in key positions of power and who sought to collate the ideas about race being produced by scholars and disseminate them to the broad population, in the process distilling them down to the simplest possible message. Such might be the party’s newspaper the Völkischer Beobachter and men such as Julius Streicher and Walter Gross.

In the short space available here a couple of examples will have to suffice – a comparison between Walter Gross and Hans F. K. Günther. The latter, who had been publishing popular works on race since the early 1920s, was the most famous race theorist in Nazi Germany, with studies devoted to the European peoples in general as well as to the racial specificities of the Germans and the Jews in particular. He argued for the racial co-opting of ‘Nordic forefathers’ such as Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, suggesting that the latter was the avatar of a ‘Nordic form of Christianity’ in which a tendency towards rugged individualism was manifest in a typically Nordic rejection of an overly rule-bound church in favour of the individual’s relationship with God.​[17]​ What is immediately striking here is the reduction of a complex theological-philosophical position to a simplistic racial message. All that one needs to know is that Kierkegaard is a Nordic thinker. Exactly the same thing happened to Nietzsche, though on a grander scale. Many scholars have shown how the Nazis – certainly not only Günther – bowdlerised Nietzsche in order to make him into the leading philosopher of the will to power. I want only to add here that what commentators on Nietzsche today all note is the complexity and multivocality of his thought, such that it is impossible to reduce it to any one variety of thinking, whether liberalism, fascism, feminism, environmentalism, aristocracy, social Darwinist or whatever (for all of which he has been claimed). Yet this is what the Nazis sought to do, not only through the Völkischer Beobachter (the subject of David Dennis’s recent study) but through many official and non-official publications on Nietzsche that appeared throughout the Third Reich. Articles in the Völkischer Beobachter on Paul de Lagarde, Julius Langbehn and Houston Stewart Chamberlain all also promoted a simple understanding of race in which Aryan superiority was vaunted and the danger posed to it by the Jews placed centre-stage. For the Völkischer Beobachter, Chamberlain, for example, was the ‘first great spiritual Führer of Germany.’​[18]​ Günther was foremost in spreading this sort of simple reductionist message but only whilst his sort of Nordicism was not complicated by academic discussions of racial composition and the like. The task of making racial propaganda simple and consistent fell instead to Walter Gross.

Gross, head of the NSDAP’s Office of Racial Policy (Rassenpolitisches Amt), devoted himself, through radio broadcasts, speeches, and the pages of his journal Neues Volk, to spreading the Nazi message of the protection of the Aryan race from the weak and ill, thus making the Volkskörper (racial body) rather than the individual the measurement of value and worth. Whilst appealing to science for legitimization, he emphatically proclaimed that his message was not primarily a scientific one, as can be seen in this passage from a text written for children: ‘for us the teaching of blood and race does not mean primarily an important and interesting bit of biological science, but above all a political and philosophical principle which basically determines our attitude on many questions of life.’ This position was based on an understanding of the principles of heredity, which revealed that an individual’s abilities were a result of his belonging to a particular racial stock and were not reflections of the individual’s worth alone, that is ‘a recognition of the deep, even spiritual meaning of the racial differences within mankind’ which spoke against the ‘sickly ambition’ of trying to bring about an ‘equalization’ of the world’s races.​[19]​ Gross’s worldview was a fairly crude one which he dressed up in philosophical-sounding terminology, arguing along familiar Nazis lines that the ‘international Jew’, who had substituted an effete ethics of democracy and care for the weak for authentic German values, was the cause of racial degeneration. Gross’s enthusiastic propounding of ‘racial welfare’ was based on his belief in ‘the voice of the blood streaming through history’ and his dismissal of ‘false humanism’ and ‘exaggerated pity’.​[20]​

These were views derived far less from science than from ethics or politics. As Wolfgang Bialas argues, ‘Nazi theorists blamed Jews not only for the racial contamination of the Germans but also for having introduced ethics into history and specifically the moral institution of conscience into Western ethical discourse’ with the consequence that the strong could no longer rule over the weak with the clarity and assuredness that they once supposedly could.​[21]​ The victory of racial antisemitism, noted the physicist and Nobel Prize winner Johannes Stark in the notorious SS journal Das Schwarze Korps, would only be a ‘partial victory’; ‘we also have to eradicate the Jewish spirit, whose blood can flow just as undisturbed today as before, if its carriers hold beautiful Aryan passes.’​[22]​ These arguments about the Jews were ‘racial’ insofar as they supposedly conformed to the laws of nature and identified the Jews’ allegedly immutable traits, but their existence owed little if anything to science in the sense of physical anthropological measurements such as anthropometry or craniology, or to laboratory experiments on disease, serology or genetics being undertaken by the KWI scientists. The difference between Günther and Gross lay in their respective ability to exercise real power. Günther, though lauded by Hitler and profoundly influential on the field of ‘Judenforschung’ (the academic study of the Jews), was not a decision-maker; Gross was, and constantly exhorted Nazi policy-makers to sterner action against the Jews – something which he soft-pedalled when addressing the public at large. Although not being a member of the SS, Gross never achieved the levels of power of men such as Adolf Eichmann or Rudolf Hoess, nevertheless his blend of scientific vocabulary and the ‘spiritual question’ of being for or against Germany, as US ambassador William Dodd put it, made him a representative figure of the Nazi race ideologue.​[23]​

The more powerful race ideologues such as Walter Gross spread their message about the superiority of the Aryan race, the need to eradicate the weak and the threat posed by the Jews by claiming to be backed up by science. Under this scientific patina, however, Gross was essentially making political assertions about the danger to the Germans of not attending to a racial or eliminationist agenda. As Claudia Koonz notes, ‘Hitler and his comrades were self-taught bigots who mingled romantic Nordic racism with crude antisemitism. Arcane jargon about genotypes, phenotypes, skull measurements, and Mendelian inheritance laws meant nothing to them.’ Gross, with his medical background, impressed them by appearing to give their views scientific backing.​[24]​ But it was really a mystical political-ethical agenda that he and the Nazi leaders were espousing. The eugenicist Fritz Lenz, who had praised Hitler as early as 1931,​[25]​ was closer to the truth when he spoke of race as a ‘principle of value’ (Die Rasse als Wertprinzip, 1933). Likewise Ernst Krieck, the political scientist and rector of Heidelberg University, wrote with startling honestly that ‘we have learned from Chamberlain’s and especially from the Führer’s teachings that the verification of the existence of race, and perhaps of existence in general, does not require artificial scientific tools. … The fact of the existence of race is not doubtful, because man carries it in his heart, his spirit, his soul, or because man wants race to become a fact.’​[26]​ More important, someone with genuine power, Josef Goebbels, could in 1943 describe the ‘disappearance of all Jews from Europe’ as a matter of ‘state security’ since the Jew, who cannot help acting in accordance with his inner essence, ‘destroys states and peoples’ and who therefore had to be destroyed himself.​[27]​ This was a perfect example of Nazi race ideology, but the argument is neither amenable to nor dependent on science – except insofar as scientists used their authority also to defend such statements.

The point here is that the regime was not interested in a complex genealogy of völkisch ideas or in academic debates about racial origins and development; rather it wanted clear and straightforward messages about the greatness of the German Volk to set against its fears and hatreds of the Jews and to act as justifications for aggression. This is not a simple materialist view in which ideas are sought to justify naked aggression; indeed the naked aggression was partly an outcome of the power of such ideas. But for the Nazi leadership, their persuasiveness lay in their simplicity and the desire to believe in racial destiny in contrast to a conclusion reached after long study. Krieck’s establishment of the scholarly journal Volk im Werden for example, which espoused a ‘völkisch political anthropology’, led to conflict with Alfred Rosenberg over its hard-line Nazi anti-Christianity.​[28]​

What this amounts to is that, methodologically speaking, scholars need to disaggregate the various types of Nazi race ideologues. They do not form one undifferentiated mass. Ultimately all the Nazis were race ideologues and chief among them were Hitler and Himmler and the other leading figures. All of the leading Nazis, whether they dealt specifically with ‘racial policy’ or not, put forward an ideology which was a racialised ideology. But those who made a name for themselves specifically as race theorists did not therefore all share the same views, nor did they all contribute in equal manner to the regime’s crimes. Scholarly antisemites such as those associated with Judenforschung, race theorists affiliated to the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes, race ‘experts’ belonging to the Reichssippenamt, the RuSHA, the genealogical courts, the Ahnenerbe, the Rassenpolitisches Amt’s propagandising for Rassenpflege (‘care’ of the racial self) or Volksgesundheit (‘the health of the people’), or the intellectuals and murderers of the SD all performed different services to the Reich, all at the level of theory and research, but not all to the same degree at the level of action. Their contribution served the regime well, which thereby won scholarly support for its racist views. But the regime held those views irrespective of those contributions, and distinguished itself from other fascist movements and regimes across Europe only by taking them into the heart of government thereby making race central to all the state’s activities alongside ultra-nationalism, autarky, the eradication of liberal opposition and the championing of martial values. In this, Nazi racial ideologues took to their extreme ideas which were common to fascism everywhere in interwar Europe and America. As Claudia Koonz writes, ‘What distinguished Nazi “ethnic improvement” schemes was not the logic that underwrote them but their magnitude.’​[29]​ Besides, many people were—and still are—attracted to the view that some people are biologically superior to others; where Hitler went wrong in this view is in applying the theory to the wrong groups. As an author of a 1945 article on ‘the bio-social basis of thought in the Third Reich’ put it: ‘Hitler has been vanquished rather than repudiated. Most of those who opposed him reacted against the application of his concepts to them. They have still to disavow his conception.’​[30]​

Finally, it is worth making some comments about race in action under Nazism. For despite everything that has been said above, one must also note that the Nazis were willing to hold their racial theories in abeyance when the survival of the regime was at stake. In other words, when it was in dire straits, the demands of the war effort sometimes trumped racial ideology. In the final stages of the war, from autumn 1944, the Nazis extended the slave labour camp system, with many new sub-camps being created and attached to concentration camps such as Neuengamme or Gross-Rosen.​[31]​ The latter, for example, still a relatively unknown camp, grew hugely at this time so that by the end of 1944 it contained almost 77,000 inmates (some 11% of the Nazi empire’s entire camp population) spread across the main camp and over 100 sub-camps, a third of which were exclusively for Jewish women. These camps were harsh but, for Jewish inmates transferred to them from the Łódź Ghetto or from Auschwitz-Birkenau they offered a chance of survival which would otherwise hardly have existed. There can be no doubt that these Jews were ultimately destined to be murdered but they were kept alive thanks to the parlous state of the Third Reich’s war economy in 1944-45; many survived the horrors of the death marches and the vagaries of liberation thanks to the chaos that characterised the war’s end in the Third Reich.​[32]​

Additionally, when the focus is on race ideologues, even if that term encompasses far more influential people in Nazi Germany than in other contemporaneous fascist or authoritarian regimes, we do well to remember that ‘race’ alone cannot account for the extent of popular participation in the Third Reich. Even if one goes along with the arguments of historians who speak of Nazi Germany as a ‘consensus dictatorship’, suggesting with Peter Fritzsche that the broad population ‘racially groomed itself’ or with Thomas Kühne that belonging to the Volksgemeinschaft and the genocide of those excluded from it went hand in hand, historians cannot show that enthusiasm for racial theories permeated every section of society.​[33]​ Crucially, this indicates not a weakness of the Nazi ‘race ideologues’ but a demonstration of their reach. It is clear that some Germans (former SPD or Centre voters, perhaps) went along with the regime partly out of fear, partly out of grudging admiration for Hitler’s ‘successes’; however it is equally obvious that many collaborators across occupied Europe willingly engaged in violence against Jews and other victims, not so much out of racial conviction but opportunism, greed and venality. What that shows is less that racial ideologues were unable to persuade everybody—which is hardly surprising—but that the Third Reich managed to create an atmosphere in which race theory was all-pervasive, forming a framework within which people could operate irrespective of whether or not they were ‘true believers’.

Race science and racial mysticism are not easily separated. Yet whilst race science flourished everywhere in Nazi-dominated Europe—largely thanks to the power, funding and appeal of German eugenics and racial anthropology—the attack on the Jews which has come to be known as the Holocaust was not (or not only) a logical outgrowth of Nazi eugenics. The very idea of the Jews as a separate race with particular, dangerous traits was of course an expression of racial ideology; but it grew from a mystical notion of ‘thinking with the blood’ and the need for a Nazi ethics based on the coherence of the racial community and a distancing from the dangerous ‘Jewish’ ethic and world conspiracy far more than it did out of eugenic or anthropological research into Jews’ physical or psychological characteristics.​[34]​ As Paul Weindling notes, ‘Science was a factor in the vast system of population clearance and destruction, but had to be blended with devotion to Nazi values that are difficult to derive from evolutionary biology.’​[35]​ The SS and SD intellectuals were enamoured of race science, of course, but primarily because it was grist to their pre-existing racial mill, in which Jews were a priori considered racially dangerous. If the biological and political (or biopolitical) race theories were to some extent inseparable, nevertheless the former (biological race theories) were so successful only because they provided backing for the latter (political race theories), which existed independently of the world of science. Accordingly, both the Volksgemeinschaft, to the extent it actually existed, and the Holocaust resulted less from the statistics generated by scientists’ measurements than from a political diagnosis of the threat posed to the Aryan race by a Jewish conspiracy.
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